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Agenda
• Introduction
• Overview of Housing Needs Assessment
• High-level review of supply and demand findings (statewide)
• Overview of tools provided in Housing Needs Assessment

– Homeowner and Renter Stability Indices
– Policy Toolbox

• Deeper look at renter needs statewide
• Regional data/analysis
• Q&A + Discussion
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What is the NCSG?
• Research center at UMD College Park

– Based in the School of Architecture, founded in 2000

– Technical assistance to local and state government; grant recipient from NSF, 

federal government, foundations

• 5 urban planning faculty

– 15 staff and student employees

• Mission:

– The NCSG works to create a more sustainable, vibrant and enhanced quality of 

life for communities across the globe. While we continue to address smart 

growth issues around the world, we are also engaged extensively at the local 

level on issues like housing, transportation, climate, and equity.

• We also run the Purple Line Corridor Coalition, which I will not be 

talking about today. 3
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OVERVIEW
MARYLAND HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT



The Maryland 
Housing 
Needs 

Assessment
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https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Documents/Other%20Publications/Report.pdf


What’s in this report? It’s 300 pages!
• Proposed statewide priorities

– What are the biggest issues? 

• Assessment of current and future conditions

– Supply, demand, projected demographic and economic situation

• Identification of needs by region

– How do needs in the housing market differ across the state?

• Policy toolbox

– A “menu of actions” not a prescriptive policy roadmap

• Appendices

– State and local policy review

– Engagement summary

– Technical documentation

– Supplementary data 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NCSGSupply and demand analysisHomeownership and renter stability indicesData and writing supportEngagement/public meetings/presentationContract management with DHCDEnterprisePolicy analysis and data analysisEngagement/interviewsProject coordinationPolicy toolkitData and writing supportDocument production



Guiding Principles
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• Created through an 
engagement process with the 
“advisory group”

• 30 housing experts from 
across the state
– Local housing agencies
– Nonprofits
– Banking
– ULI members
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PROJECT GOALS
MARYLAND HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

• Provides accurate analysis about housing needs in the State of Maryland 
between 2020 and 2030. 

• Proposes a menu of recommendations, including new tools at the state and 
local levels to better align with current and future housing needs.

• Focuses on ways to meet the needs for all income groups, 
including those affecting families earning 30% and 60% of area median income.
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COMMON STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
MARYLAND HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Extremely low-income households

Very low-income households

Seniors

Persons with disabilities

Persons experiencing homelessness

Homes 
for low-income 

households

Constructing affordable 
and market-rate housing

A more affordable, 
equitable place 
to live by 2030

VISION PRIORITY NEEDS PRIORITY POPULATIONS

ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Maryland Housing Needs Assessment and 10-Year Strategic Plan outlines the key housing needs affecting rentersand homeowners in Maryland; articulates a unified vision for housing investments across Maryland; and providessupportive tools, such as Maryland Homeowner and Renter Stability Indices and Maryland Housing Toolbox, to equipimplementers to achieve this vision.
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THREE SUPPORTIVE TOOLS
MARYLAND HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Full Housing Needs Assessment | Renter & Homeownership Stability Indices | Maryland Housing Toolbox

Homeowner Stability Index Renter Stability Index Maryland’s Housing Toolbox

ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Documents/Other%20Publications/Report.pdf
https://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=546257c5e53547a8b6f86c0a25d6c798&extent=-78.8561,38.129,-74.7994,39.8938
https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Documents/Research/HousingToolbox.xlsx


Needs by geography/Indices
• Two numeric indices

• Every census tract in the state

• Ranked within each of the 5 regions

– Comparable scores across the state

• Organizes tracts from lowest to moderate to 

highest need

• Data is shared with the public

• Online mapping
11

https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Pages/Research.aspx


Policy Toolbox – Section 5 of report
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• Dozens of policies
• Sortable by need addressed in 

interactive excel matrix (e.g. does 
the policy assist owners or 
renters)

• Based on best practices in the 
state and elsewhere

• Vetted with conversations with 
local housing policy experts

• Policy toolkit link

https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Documents/Research/HousingToolbox.xlsx
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STATEWIDE SUPPLY AND DEMAND

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
Focus on Renters



Demand
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Demand (2)
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HOUSING INSTABILITY
AMONG RENTERS
• Moderately cost-burdened renters:

- Incomes of 31-80 percent AMI
- Elderly persons (or living with one)
- Households of color
- Live in more expensive counties
(Anne Arundel, Montgomery, Prince 
George’s, and Howard counties)

• Severely cost-burdened renters:
- Extremely low-income
- Elderly persons (and increasing since 2000)
- Households of color
- Live in more populous areas of the state 
and rural areas

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS 
IN MARYLAND

Nearly 1 in 2 renters in Maryland are 
cost-burdened (335,000 renters out of 716,000).



Demographic/demand trends
• Increasingly diverse population by 

2030
• Slow growth in real incomes

– More population growth amongst 
low-income 

• Aging population
• Increasing disability rates
• Increasing cost burden (especially 

severe cost burden)
• Disparate racial distribution of cost 

burden
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Supply side trends
• Less available land for greenfield 

construction, especially in high-job-growth 
areas

• Zoning constraints
– Few opportunities for “missing middle”

• High barriers to entry in construction
– Land costs
– Escalating materials costs

• Challenging and volatile financial markets
• Slow recovery from great recession
• Extremely limited for-sale inventory

– High demand from millennials in certain 
areas 18
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MARYLAND’S
RENTAL HOUSING MARKET

• About 1 in 3 homes (724,335 units) in Maryland 
are occupied by renters. 

• Projections indicate that by 2030, there will be 
an additional 59,561 renter households in 
Maryland.

• Most of these units are in multifamily structures 
with more than three units. About 36 percent of 
rentals are single-family attached or detached 
houses. 

• Between 2000 and 2017, median rent rose by 
34 percent in Maryland. 

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS 
IN MARYLAND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Every county in the state, except Somerset and Garrett counties, and Baltimore City experienced at least a 20 percent increase in real rent prices, after adjusting for inflation.
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SUBSIDIZED 
RENTAL UNITS 

• There are nearly 93,000 publicly supported 
rental units in Maryland (after deduplicating 
across funding streams). 

• More than 50 percent of federally subsidized 
rental units in Maryland are in three places: 1) 
Baltimore City; 2) Montgomery County; and 3) 
Prince George’s County.

• There is a shortage of rental units affordable to 
households with incomes less than 30 percent 
AMI (or $31,650 for a family of four in 
Maryland). 

• Most counties lack enough rental housing 
affordable to extremely low-income renters. 

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS 
IN MARYLAND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the county-level, most counties lack enough rental housing affordable to extremely low-income renters. The exceptions are Kent, Queen Anne’s and Garrett counties, which have a small surplus of units priced for extremely low-income renters. Overall, there is a shortage of rental units affordable to households with incomes less than 30 percent AMI (or $31,650 for a family of four in Maryland) (see Figure 5).45 There are approximately 85,000 more households making less than 30 percent AMI than units that can affordably accommodate them. Lack of rental units priced for extremely and very low-income households is one factor driving cost-burdens among these income groups; more than 88,000 extremely and very low-income renter households experience cost-burdensThirteen of Maryland’s 23 counties and Baltimore City lack enough rental housing for very low-income renters (those earning 50 percent AMI or below). 
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STATEWIDE
RENTER STABILITY SNAPSHOT

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS IN MARYLAND

HOUSING 
INSTABILITY 

LIMITED 
SUPPLY

POTENTIAL 
LOSS

CONCENTRATED 
UNITS

HIGHER 
RENTS

NEEDS DERIVED FROM PHASE 1 DATA ANALYSIS & STAKEHOLDER INPUT COLLECTED TO DATE.
ICONS VIA THE NOUN PROJECT: CREATIVE STALL | NOPIXEL | VICTOR OSTROVSKY | BARRACUDA | RAHMAT HIDAYAT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Housing instability among renters�Increasing rents and limited rental supply for low-income households contribute to housing instability among renters. As a result, 47 percent of renters in Maryland pay 30 percent or more of their income on housing costs. 72 percent of severely cost-burdened renters are extremely low-income (30 percent of area median income or below).Limited affordability for households with the lowest incomes�Maryland lacks rental options for extremely low-income households. Coupled with increases in rent over the last several years, it has become more difficult for Marylanders to find homes that align with their earnings. Stakeholders also noted that reliance on area median income as a measure of affordability may mask more acute needs for affordability in communities tied to higher-cost regions.Concentrations of subsidized units  �Nearly 60 percent of the state’s federally subsidized rental units are in three places: Baltimore City (27,456 units); Montgomery County (15,350 units), and Prince George’s County (11,447 units). Stakeholders stressed the importance of integrating subsidized housing throughout communities (both within a community and across the state).Loss of income-restricted units�Loss of income-restricted units could shrink the rental supply available to lower-income households. Loss can occur through deteriorating public housing and the expiration of private, federally assisted housing subsidies. Maryland could lose more than 10,000 units in the next decade due to these expiring subsidies. Many of the units set to expire through 2030 are supported by project-based Section 8 contracts.Higher rents�In Maryland between 2000 and 2017, median rent rose by 34 percent, while the median household income rose by just 1 percent (after adjusting for inflation). Stakeholders noted that many people using public assistance programs, such as Social Security or disability benefits, cannot afford increasing rents. Community resistance�Stakeholders noted that “Not-In-My-Backyard” (or NIMBY) or anti-development attitudes often accompany multifamily buildings, greater density, and subsidized properties, making it more difficult to build projects with these features.
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SERVING RENTERS WITH
SPECIALIZED HOUSING NEEDS
Meeting the housing needs of Marylanders means addressing barriers that affect 
persons with disabilities, seniors, and unhoused persons (among others):

• Accessibility 

• Deep affordability (availability of units, acceptance of public assistance)

• Housing instability (stringent lease requirements, landlord harassment)

• Access to transportation and health services

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS IN MARYLAND
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STATEWIDE
CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES

HOUSING NEEDS AMONG RENTERS IN MARYLAND

ACCESSING 
OPPORTUNITY

FAIR 
HOUSING

LAND USE & 
CAPACITY

DEVELOPMENT 
COSTS

DEMOGRAPHIC 
CHANGES

NEEDS DERIVED FROM PHASE 1 DATA ANALYSIS & STAKEHOLDER INPUT COLLECTED TO DATE.
ICONS VIA THE NOUN PROJECT: ADRIEN COQUET | NITHINAN TATAH | SUPALERK LAIPAWAT 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Linking housing and access to opportunity �Stakeholders noted the importance of using housing as a platform to promote access to high-quality schools, job centers, and public transportation service. One stakeholder noted that the lack of connection between housing and transportation affects people’s ability to get to work and college. Only a portion of Maryland’s supply of federally subsidized rental units is located within one-mile of a job center (14 percent), whereas a larger share (28 percent) is located within one-mile of a medical facility. _Housing discrimination Some residents living in Maryland encounter barriers when trying to access both income-restricted and unsubsidized housing. One example is source of income discrimination, which can affect a person’s ability to use rental assistance (like Section 8 vouchers). _More racially and ethnically diverse population�Over the last several decades, Maryland has become a more racially and ethnically diverse state. People of color make up 43 percent of the state’s total population. If past trends hold true, Maryland could add 363,000 new people by 2030 and all these residents would be people of color. A more diverse population may require a higher level of culture competency in housing activities and services.Growing child and youth population �Families with children will shape Maryland’s housing needs over the next decade. One in four new households in Maryland will have at least one child under 18 years old. In terms of family type, the largest growth will be among female-headed households. These families may need homes that appeal to them, including single-family and multifamily homes close to amenities like parks.Growing senior population�Seniors will shape housing needs in Maryland over the next decade. By 2030, nearly 77 percent of new households will have at least one person over age 65. Seniors may need homes that enable them to “age-in-place” or live near loved ones and services. Stakeholders think that Maryland does not have enough options for seniors with various incomes, including those with fixed incomes and middle incomes.More extremely and very low-income households�If past trends hold true, Maryland will add approximately 97,000 extremely and very low-income households (those earning up to 50 percent of area median income) in the next 10 years. These households will represent more than half of all new households in Maryland by 2030._Costs associated with development �Stakeholders noted that the costs associated with development—labor, materials, land, and infrastructure—are passed on to renters and owners, creating a barrier to producing affordable homes. They recommended increasing subsidy levels as one way to help offset higher development costs._Prevalence of low- and moderate-intensity land use�Very little land in Maryland is zoned to accommodate higher intensity development. A majority of the state's land supports natural resources, farming, and very low-density residential development (0.2–1 unit per acre). Land zoned for low-density (1–3.5 units per acre) and moderate-density (3.5–10 units per acre) residential development is also common.�Constrained development (build-out) capacity �Many counties will exhaust their existing development capacity over the next 10 years as Maryland’s population grows. Population growth patterns suggest about one-third of developable land in the Washington, DC suburbs and Baltimore region could be used by 2030; less in rural parts of Maryland.Need for more diverse housing options (rental and homeownership)�Homes in Maryland are limited to a few housing types (smaller, multifamily homes for renters and larger, single-family homes for owners). The housing stock’s lack of diversity does not meet households’ increasingly varied needs and preferences. Stakeholders shared that this trend is not the case everywhere in the state, with single-family homes less available in some communities, such as Salisbury. 
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Eastern MD
A closer look



]
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Summary 
findings
• Highest mortgage delinquency and 

foreclosure rates of the five regions

• Some of the highest shares of seniors (18%) 
and persons living with a disability (12%); 
second-highest poverty rate (12%.)

• Biggest concerns: home ownership stability; 
special needs housing; vacant housing and 
aging housing stock.

EASTERN REGION
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Homeownership index data

• Highest need tracts are 
concentrated in Caroline, 
Somerset

• Issues: high cost burden, 
poverty, high disability rates, 
housing quality concerns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where is the housing market (for owners) most stressed?Highest foreclosures, delinquenciesHigh poverty, low incomesHigh elderly and disabled sharesLow prices and low recent price increasesLittle new constructionHigh cost burden
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Homeowners: needs and 
actions
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Renter index data

• Needs spread across the 
eastern shore

• Similar issues to 
homeownership index: housing 
quality, high cost burden rates, 
poverty

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GOAL: Identifies areas where renters are stressed by cost and the rental market needs to serve vulnerable residents across Maryland.RESULTS: HIGHEST NEED MEANS…�Tracts with high poverty rates, older housing, high rents, high cost burdens, high rates of crowding, and large shares of residents receiving assistance.��LEAST IN NEED MEANS…Tracts with high incomes, newer housing, lower cost burdens, and lower shares of renters receiving assistance.VARIABLES: Age of housing Turnover/mobilityRentsPoverty rateConcentrated poverty by raceShare of population 65+Share of population w. a disabilityHousing construction trendsCost burdens among rentersExisting subsidized housing
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Renter Needs and Actions
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Southern MD
A closer look
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Summary 
findings
• Small, rapidly growing region

• Rapid rent and home price 
increases

• Higher than average homeowner 
market issues (foreclosures, 
delinquencies)

SOUTHERN REGION
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Homeownership index data

• Rural areas and Waldorf see 
higher need

• Issues: high poverty, high cost 
burdens, delinquencies and 
foreclosures, high elderly and 
disabled populations
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Homeowners: needs and 
actions
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Renter index data

• High need areas scattered 
across the three counties

• High poverty, cost burden, 
housing quality issues, 
increases in rents without 
increases in construction, 
concentration of minority 
populations
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Renter Needs and Actions
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WESTERN MARYLAND
A closer look



]
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Summary 
findings
• Lower rents and home price than the rest 

of the state, but household incomes are 
lower

• Biggest concerns: older housing stock, 
high cost burdens, high poverty and low 
incomes, high disability rates and elderly 
population

WESTERN REGION
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Homeownership Index data
• Highest need census tracts for 

homeownership are concentrated 
near Hagerstown, and in and 
around Cumberland

• Highest need areas have high 
household mobility rates, high 
poverty, high cost burden rates 
despite low home prices, housing 
quality concerns

Western  Maryland

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where is the housing market (for owners) most stressed?Highest foreclosures, delinquenciesHigh poverty, low incomesHigh elderly and disabled sharesLow prices and low recent price increasesLittle new constructionHigh cost burden
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Homeownership needs and 
actions

Western  Maryland
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Renter Index data
• Highest need census tracts for 

homeownership are concentrated 
near Hagerstown, and in and 
around Cumberland

• Highest need areas have high 
cost burden, falling incomes, high 
poverty, high disability rates

Western  Maryland
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Rental market needs and 
actions

Western  Maryland
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THE BALTIMORE REGION
A closer look



]
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Summary 
findings
• Largest region – nearly half the state – lots of 

differences within and between counties and the 
CIty

• In most ways, the area is “average” because it 
has so much of the housing stock, but rents and 
home prices are a bit lower than the state 
average overall

• Biggest concerns: older housing stock, high cost 
burdens, high poverty and low incomes, 

BALTIMORE REGION
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Homeownership Index data
• Highest need census tracts for 

homeownership are concentrated 
in Baltimore City, but also in older 
inner suburban areas

• Highest need areas have high 
cost burden rates, older and 
crowded housing, high poverty, 
high shares of eldelry and 
disabled, and are majority non-
white

Bal t imore  Region

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where is the housing market (for owners) most stressed?Highest foreclosures, delinquenciesHigh poverty, low incomesHigh elderly and disabled sharesLow prices and low recent price increasesLittle new constructionHigh cost burden
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Homeownership needs and 
actions

Bal t imore  Region
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Renter Index data
• Highest need census tracts for 

rental market are concentrated in 
the inner suburbs and Baltimore 
City

• Highest need areas have high 
cost burden rates, crowding, high 
poverty, high shares of elderly and 
disabled individuals, and majority 
non-white populations

Bal t imore  Region
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Rental market needs and 
actions

Bal t imore  Region
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COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS
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THANK YOU
Melissa Bondi
Mid-Atlantic Policy Director

Direct dial: 202-407-8719
MBondi@Enterprisecommunity.org

https://enterprisecommunity.org

PHOTO CREDITS: 
ODI via Flickr | Maryland Govpics | Jay Baker via Flickr | Joseph A via Flick | Doug Kerr via Flickr 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


mailto:MBondi@Enterprisecommunity.org
https://enterprisecommunity.org/
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As Time Permits:

THE DC REGION
A closer look
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Summary findings

• Most expensive housing in the state, 
largest share of cost burdened owners

• Biggest concerns: high cost burdens, 
income disparities, lack of affordable 
units

DC
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Homeownership index data

• Inner suburbs of Prince 
George’s stand out, amoung
other areas

• Hit hard by foreclosures, 
lower incomes, less 
construction, slowest 
price increases; high 
elderly populations, older 
housing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where is the housing market (for owners) most stressed?Highest foreclosures, delinquenciesHigh poverty, low incomesHigh elderly and disabled sharesLow prices and low recent price increasesLittle new constructionHigh cost burden
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Homeowners: needs and 
actions

DC
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Renter index data

• Inner suburbs of Prince George’s 
and Montgomery stand out

• High poverty, low household 
incomes

• Highest shares of non-white 
residents

• Large, concentrated affordable or 
subsidized apartments
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Renter Needs and Actions

DC
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